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Abstract
The exactly and quasi-exactly solvable problems for spin one-half in one dimension
on the basis of a hidden dynamical symmetry algebra of Hamiltonian are discussed.
We take the supergroup, OSP (2|1), as such a symmetry. A number of exactly solvable
examples are considered and their spectrum are evaluated explicitly. Also, a class of




In the last few years, a new class of quantum mechanical problems has been investigated.
This is the class of quasi-exactly solvable problems [1-6], which in some sense is an interme-
diate class between problems for which the spectrum can be found exactly, analytically or
algebraically, and those which can not be solved. A hidden symmetry group with a finite
dimensional space of wave functions is responsible for the existence of quasi-exactly solv-
able problems [3, 4]. Such a symmetry is inherent to any exactly and quasi-exactly solvable
problem. In the exactly solvable problems case, the symmetry is, in some sense, complete,
and the Hamiltonian can be diagonalized. In the case of quasi-exactly solvable models, the
Hamiltonian is only block diagonalized, and there is a finite block which can be diagonal-
ized. Therefore only part of the spectrum can be found. In both cases the Hamiltonian can
be reduced to at most quadratic combinations of generators of a relevant symmetry group
with finite dimensional representations. Such Hamiltonians can be written in standard form
by choosing differential realizations of generators. Differential realizations of generators are
representations of generators in a finite dimensional subspace of analytical functions [7].
Hence, one will be able to compute the spectrum by using these realizations. There have
been attempts to do so for spinless [3, 4, 5] and spin one-half [5, 8-11] particles. In this paper
the supergroup OSP (2|1) has been taken as symmetry group of a spin one-half particle.










. To get the standard form of the Hamiltonian, we use proper change of variable from














Hence, we will have standard form of Hamiltonian with spin interaction terms.
Our aim in this paper is to give a new class of exactly and quasi-exactly solvable problems.
The structure of this paper is as follows: In section 2, we construct general exactly solvable
Hamiltonians for spin one-half particles on the basis of the supergroup OSP (2|1), and find
the corresponding spectrum. In section 3 we generalise the Hamiltonians given in section 2
to a class of quasi-exactly solvable problems for spin one-half particles.
2 Exactly Solvable Models
One of the major symmetry group candidates for spin one-half particles is the supergroup
with rank one, OSP (2|1). Such a group has three even and two odd generators. The
1
differential realization of the algebra osp(2|1) is obtained in [5, 12]:
J− = ∂ =: J−1
J+ = −z2∂ + 2hz − zθδ =: J+1
J = 2z∂ − 2h+ θδ =: J0
G− = δ + θ∂ =: J− 1
2
G+ = zδ + θz∂ − 2hθ =: J+ 1
2
(2)
where {J±, J0} are even and {G±} are odd generators, θ is a Grassmanian variable, h is half
of the spin of the representation, and ∂ = ∂
∂z
, δ = ∂
∂θ
.
One can consider this, as the representation of osp(2|1) on the super-sub-space of analytic
functions spanned by the monomials,
Fh := {zpθq | p = 0, 1, · · · , 2h, q = 0, 1}. (3)
These generators satisfy the (anti)commutation relations
[J+, J−] = J {G±, G±} = ∓2J± {G+, G−} = J
[J, J±] = ±2J± [J,G±] = ±G± [J+, G−] = G+
[J+, G+] = 0 [J−, G+] = G− [J−, G−] = 0
(4)
The Casimir of this realizations is
J20 + 2{J−, J+}+ [G−, G+] = 2h(2h+ 1) (5)
To write a solvable Hamiltonian, we note that the generator Jα ( one can call α the spin)
acting on zpθq, changes the index p + q
2
to p + q
2
+ α. Moreover, the set of generators (2)
acting on states with p + q
2
≥ 0, give rise to states with p + q
2
≥ 0. Hence, one can regard
the state zp=0θq=0 as the ground state. Now, any combination of operators with total α not
greater than zero has a matrix representation which is upper triangular, where the ordering
of the states zpθq is according to p + q
2
. The eigenvalues of such a (n infinite dimensional)
matrix are its diagonal elements and the eigenvectors can be obtained recursively.
Hence, to write a solvable Hamiltonian it is sufficient to add terms of the type Jα1 · · ·Jαn,
where
∑
αi ≤ 0. As we want to convert such a Hamiltonian to a Schro¨dinger one, that is one
with a second order derivative and a potential, we must keep only terms at most quadratic
in the generators. Moreover, (5) shows that not all second order generators are independent.
2
We can list all up to second order independent spin-non-positive generators.
spin − 2 : A := ∂2 = J2−
spin − 3/2 : ∂δ + ∂2θ = 1
2
{J−, G+}
spin − 1 :

 B := ∂ = J−C := 4z∂2 + 2∂θδ = {J, J−}+ (4h− 2)J−





[(1 + 4h)G− + 2{J−G+} − {J,G−}]
θδ = 1
2(1+4h)
[(1 + 4h)G− − 2{J−, G+}+ {J,G−}]









D := z∂ = 1
2
(J + 2h)− 1
2(1+4h)
([G−, G+] + 2h)
E := θδ = 1
1+4h
([G−, G+] + 2h)
F := z2∂2 + z∂θδ = 1
4
[(J + 2h)2 − 2J − 4h]
+ 1
4(1+4h)
([G−, G+] + 2h)
(6)
Another thing to be considered is that we want to use this combination and then make a
change of variable z → x and a quasi gauge transformation to bring the Hamiltonian to a
standard form. Now, as beside z there exist θ and δ in Hamiltonian, this change of variable
depends on θ and δ, which shows that x no longer commutes with θ and δ. However, if
only the combination θδ appears in the Hamiltonian, x will contain only z and θδ, and the
final Hamiltonian will consist of just x and θδ. In this case, although x does not commute
with θ and δ, it does commute with θδ and the Hamiltonian has its standard form: having
a space degree of freedom and some internal degree with a combination of this parameter
which commutes with the space degree of freedom.
So, the Hamiltonian which we consider is of the form
H˜ = aA+ bB + cC + dD + eE + fF. (7)
This Hamiltonian acts on the space spanned by the basis {zpθq}, where p is nonnegative and
integer, and q = 0, 1. Fh is a subspace of this space.
As it is shown below, one can use the variable x, instead of z and make a quasi gauge
transformation to make H in the form





+ V (x, q). (8)






is a Hamiltonian of an spin 1/2 system, and obviously Hermitian with respect to the inner
product < f, g >:=
∫
f †(x)g(x)dx, where f and g are functions R → IC2.
3
2.1 Explicit Examples
The Hamiltonian (7) can be written in the form
H˜ = (fz2 + 4cz + a)
∂2
∂z2





q := θδ. (10)
The spectrum of this Hamiltonian is simply the diagonal elements of it in zpθq representation,
that is
Ep,q = fp[(p− 1) + q] + dp+ eq. (11)
Now consider the following cases.
i) c = f = 0 6= a













and, by a simple change of variable and a pseudo-gauge transformation [4, 5], to eliminate
















it is seen that (13) is the Hamiltonian of a Harmonic oscillator which is also confined in a
magnetic field. The spectrum of (13) is
Ep,q = dp+ eq (15)
ii) f = 0 6= c
The Hamiltonian becomes












































it is seen thatH is very similar to the radial part of the Hamiltonian of an isotropic Harmonic





, which represent spin-nonuniform magnetic field interactions. The spectrum of this
Hamiltonian is
Ep,q = dp+ eq. (21)
iii)f 6= 0
By a suitable shift in z, (9) becomes
H˜ = (a+ fz2)
∂2
∂z2










and a proper pseudo-gauge transformation,





















The spectrum of this is
Ep,q = fp(p− 1) + fpq + dp+ eq. (25)
Note that all of the Hamiltonians so obtained, are Hermitian.
3 Quasi-Exactly Solvable Problems
Up to now, we investigated only the exactly solvable problems. To go beyond, and inves-
tigate quasi-exactly solvable problems, we should also consider the spin-positive generators.
spin 2 : A′ := z4∂2 − 2kz3∂ + 2hkz2 + [2z3∂ − 2kz2]θδ = J2+






′ := −z2∂ + 2hz − zθδ = J+
C ′ := −2z3∂2 + 2kz2∂ + [−3z2∂ + kz]θδ = 1
2
{J, J+}+ kJ+ 1
2
(26)
where 2h− 1 = k. By the same reason of section 2, the Hamiltonian should consist of just z
and θδ, so final Hamiltonian which we consider for quasi-exactly solvable problem is of the
form
H˜ = aA+ a′A′ + bB + b′B′ + cC + c′C ′ + dD + eE + fF. (27)
5
The above Hamiltonian can be written in form of
H˜ = (a′z4 − 2c′z3 + fz2 + 4cz + a)∂2 + [2a′(q − k)z3 + ((2k − 3q)c′ − b′)z2
+ (d+ fq)z + (b+ 2cq)]∂ + 2a′k(h− q)z2 + [c′kq + b′(2h− q)]z + eq
:= P4(z)∂2 + P3(z, h, q)∂ + P2(z, h, q).
(28)
In the above expression for Hamiltonian h plays an important role for quasi-exactly solvable
problems. The Hamiltonian matrix is in block-diagonal form with two blocks: one is 2h+1-
dimensional and the other is infinite-dimensional. The former block can be diagonalized, as
it is finite dimensional.











+ 2αA(x, q, h) ∂
∂x
+ P2(x, q, h) (30)
where
A(x, q, h) = 1
4α
[
2P3(z, q, h)−P ′4(z)√
P4(z)
] |z=z(x), A = ∂a(x)
∂x
. (31)
In the above expression a(x) is pseudo-gauge, and potential is
V (x, q, h) = P2(x, q, h)− α(∂A
∂x
−A2). (32)
Putting all together we have
H˜ψˆ = Eψˆ (33)
where
ψ = e−a(x)ψˆ, {ψˆ} = Fh ∪ {ψ2h+2, ψ2h+2θ, · · ·}. (34)
In this way, one gets a Hamiltonian which is a similarity transformation of a block diagonal
operator, having a finite block (corresponding to Fh ). So, the eigenvalues (and eigenvectors)
corresponding to this space can be obtained.
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